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Abstract

Patent processing is important in industry, business,
and law. We participated in the classification subtask
(at NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task), in which, we clas-
sified patent documents into their F-terms using the k-
nearest neighbor method. For document classification,
F-term categories are both very precise and useful. We
entered five systems in the classification subtask and
obtained good results with them. Thus, we confirmed
the effectiveness of our method. By comparing vari-
ous similarity calculation methods, we confirmed that
the SMART weighting scheme was the most effective
method in our experiments.

Keywords: Classification, patent documents, k-
nearest neighbor method, SMART weighting

1 Introduction

Patent processing is important in various fields,
such as industry, business, and law. We entered our
systems into the classification subtask at NTCIR-6 [3],
in which we classified patent documents into their F-
terms using the k-nearest neighbor method. F-term
categories are very precise and thus useful for clas-
sifying patent documents. Furthermore, this method

makes it possible to classify a large number of doc-
uments. This would be difficult using sophisticated
machine learning methods, such as the support vector
machine [1] and maximum entropy methods [11] be-
cause these methods are complicated and require a lot
of time and machine resources (memory). In contrast,
the k-nearest neighbor method is comparatively easy
to use with large amounts of data because it only has to
extract a set of data similar to the input data. Yang also
pointed out that the support vector machine and the k-
nearest neighbor method are the best machine learning
methods for document classification [18]. Therefore,
we used the k-nearest neighbor method in this study.

2 Problem setting

In this section, we describe the problem addressed
in this study.

We participated in the classification subtask during
the NTCIR-6 Patent Workshop [10], because F-term
categories are very precise and useful for classifying
patents. In the subtask, we determined the F-term cat-
egories of input Japanese patents when the category
theme was given. Our problem was to determine these
categories. The subtask details are described on the
NTCIR-6 Patent Workshop [10] website.

Each patent can be classified into some theme cate-�����
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Table 1. Japanese patent structure

Section Tag Components Examples
Bibliography SDO BIJ Publication number 2000-004182

Date of publication 07.01.2000
of application
Title of invention Separation-type portable telephone set
Application number 10-167909
Date of filing 16.06.1998
Applicant Matsushita Electric Ind. Co. Ltd.
Inventor ... Kanazawa Kunihiko

Abstract SDO ABJ Problem to be solved To provide a separation-type portable
telephone set that eliminates the ...

Solution Voice data are transmitted and received
through radio waves, infrared rays, etc.,

Claims SDO CLJ Claim 1 ... A discrete-type cellular phone
characterized by transmitting and ...

Description SDO DEJ Field of the invention This invention relates to the discrete-
type cellular phone using the ...

Description of the prior art Conventionally, cellular phones are
used by a method that connects a ...

Problem(s) to be solved by However, also in the cellular phone
the invention that has the configuration shown in ...
Means for solving the The discrete-type cellular phone that
problem this invention gets to ...
Embodiment of the invention (Gestalt 1 of operation) The discrete-

type cellular phone concerning the ...
Effect of the invention ... According to the discrete-type cellular

phone that this invention gets as ...
Explanation SDO EDJ Drawing 1 ... The block diagram of the discrete-type
of Drawings cellular phone concerning the ...

Description of notations 1 Microphone (body built-in) ...
Drawings SDO DRJ Figure 1 ...

gories and some F-term categories. Theme categories
are a higher layer than F-term categories. Both cate-
gories were applied to each patent by the Japan Patent
Office [5]; there were about 2,600 theme categories,
each of which had anywhere from dozens to thousands
of F-term categories. Each patent had an average of
1.7 theme categories and 15 F-term categories in the
formalrun data.

The subtasks included a dry run and a formal run.
For the classification subtask, we were given 760
patent documents to classify and 1,273,757 patent doc-
uments for training in the dry run. In the formal run,
we were given 21,606 patent documents to classify
and 1,273,757 patent documents for training. How-
ever, we were able to use documents with given theme
categories for training. In the dry run, we were given
about 1,920 and 7,314 patent documents with given
theme categories, and in the formal run, we were given
1,027 to 35,147 patent documents with given theme
categories.

In the evaluation, we used average precision (A-

Precision), R-precision, and F-measures. Average pre-
cision is the average of the precision when each cate-
gory relevant to the input document is extracted. R-
precision indicates the precision when extracting R
categories, where R is the number of relevant cate-
gories. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of the
recall and precision. The recall is the ratio of the cor-
rect outputs to all the correct categories. Precision is
the ratio of the correct outputs to all the outputs.

2.1 Patent structure and F-terms

In this section, we explain the Japanese patent struc-
ture and the F-terms used in this study.

Each Japanese patent document has a sequence of
normative sections: the bibliography, abstract, claims,
description, explanation of drawings, and drawings, as
indicated in Table 1. In the patent data given at the
NTCIR-6 Patent Workshop [10], tags for these sec-
tions such as “SDO ABJ” were inserted. The bibli-
ography of a patent includes the publication number,�����
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Table 2. Example of F-term classification system
5K067 Mobile radio communication systems
AA AA00 AA01 AA02 AA03 AA04 ...

Purpose Measures to Measures relating Measures to Prevention of ...
and Effects overcome radio to phasing or multi- prevent unwanted

or transmission pass interference or transmission
problems jamming

BB BB00 BB01 BB02 BB03 BB04 ...
Applications Telephones Wireless telephones Car phones Cellular phones ...

CC CC00 CC01 CC02 CC04 ...
Transmission Multiplex Frequency Time-division ...
systems systems multiplexing multiplexing

DD DD00 DD01 DD02 DD03 DD04 ...
Transmission Signal types Frequency signals Serial or Binary signals ...
signals parallel tones (i.e., binary code)

EE EE00 EE01 EE02 EE03 EE04 ...
System Station Mobile stations Variants that Use as multiple ...
configuration configuration have secondary stations

stations
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 3. Theme and F-term categories for published patent 2000-004182

Published patent number Theme F-terms
2000-004182 5K011 AA04, BA00, BA10, DA17, JA01, KA12

5K027 AA13, CC08, DD11, DD14, EE03, HH03, HH16, HH20
5K067 AA34, AA42, BB04, FF38

date of publication, title, inventors, etc. The abstract
contains the abstract, and the claims section contains
the claims. The description gives information such as
the field and embodiments of the invention.

Next we explain the F-terms. The Japan Patent Of-
fice provides a multi-dimensional classification struc-
ture called an F-term classification system [6, 13]. An
example is shown in Table 2.

In an F-term classification system, each techno-
logical field is defined as a theme corresponding to
a set of “FI” codes (an extension of IPC). For ex-
ample, the theme denoted by “5K067” represents
the technological field of “Mobile radio communica-
tion systems,’, and this theme corresponds to the FI
codes “H04B7/24-7/26,113@Z;H04Q7/00-7/04@Z.”
A theme is expressed by a sequence consisting of a
digit, a letter, and three digits. There are over 2,500
themes.

Each theme has a collection of viewpoints for spec-
ifying the possible aspects of the inventions under the
theme. For example, 5K067 has “Purpose and Effect”,
“Applications”, and “Transmission Systems” as view-
points. The collection of viewpoints varies from theme
to theme. A viewpoint is denoted by two letters. For

example, “AA” represents the viewpoint “Purpose and
Effect”. Note that the naming of viewpoints is not uni-
form across themes, meaning that “AA” may not rep-
resent “Purpose and Effect” in other themes.

Each viewpoint has a list of possible elements. For
example, “Purpose and Effect” in this theme might be
“Measures to overcome radio or transmission prob-
lems”, and “Applications” in this theme might be
“Telephones”. The collection of elements varies from
viewpoint to viewpoint. An element is represented as
two digits. For example, “Telephones” for “Applica-
tions” corresponds to “01”. As an exception, “00”
sometimes represents the elements not enumerated in
the list of possible elements. The “00” element is also
used to designate the viewpoint as a whole, as shown
in Table 2.

A pair comprising a viewpoint and an element is
called an F-term. For example, “BB01” is the F-term
for mobile radio communication systems whose appli-
cations are telephones.

All patents have various theme and F-term cate-
gories. To explain these, we use the published patent
2000-004182 described in Table 1. The patent has
three theme categories: 5K011, 5K027, and 5K067.�����
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Figure 1. Example of F-term use

Its F-term categories for these theme categories are
listed in Table 3. This patent has the F-terms AA34,
AA42, BB04, and FF38 for the theme 5K067. The
fact that the patent has the F-term BB04 for the theme
5K067 means that the patent relates to mobile radio
communication systems, and its application is “cellu-
lar phones”, as listed in Table 2. The patent does not
have F-terms for CC and DD viewpoints in the theme
5K067. A patent does not generally always have F-
terms for all viewpoints.

3 Background and motivation

The F-term categories are both precise and use-
ful for categorizing patents. For example, the “radio
transmission” theme had many F-term categories, in-
cluding“ purpose”, “application”, “transmission sys-
tem”, “transmission signal”, “system architecture”,
and “function”. These were then further broken down,
and “purpose” contained the F-terms of “failure pre-
vention”, “service improvement”, and “efficiency im-
provement”; “application” contained the F-terms of
“car phone”, “cellular phone”, and “train radio sys-
tem”; and “function” contained the F-terms of “memo-
rization”, “display”, etc. If we arrange the radio trans-
mission patent documents into a two-dimensional ta-
ble, where the columns are the “purpose” F-terms, and
the rows are the “application” F-terms, we can better
understand the purpose and application situations in
radio transmission patent documents. Figure 1 shows
another simple example that demonstrates the useful-
ness of F-terms. In the example, each patent was
given F-terms on problems and methods by automati-
cally classifying the patent data. The patent informa-
tion containing F-terms was transformed into the ta-

ble at the right side of the figure. The circles in the
table show that there are patents that contain informa-
tion covering the corresponding problems and meth-
ods. The area denoted by the gray circle did not have
any patents, which indicates the discovery of promis-
ing new patents, such as the patents covering prob-
lems 4 to 7 using methods 3 to 5. The F-terms are
useful for discovering such patents. Thus, F-term cat-
egories can be very useful for categorizing patents.
(The patent task organizer also illustrated the impor-
tance of F-term categorization for similar reasons. Au-
tomatic construction of patent maps were handled in
NTCIR-4 Patent Retrieval Task [2].)

This study is therefore useful for the following rea-
sons:

• Our method can help annotators determine the
F-term categories of each patent document.

• Our method can be used for documents from
outside the patent office that do not contain F-
term categories, and can assign F-term cate-
gories to these documents.

4 Modification of the k-nearest neighbor
method

We used the following modified version of the k-
nearest neighbor method.

1. Method 1

The system first extracts the k patent docu-
ments with the highest similarities to an input
patent document for all patent documents with
the same given input theme in a training data�����
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set. We used the ruby-ir toolkit [16, 17] to ex-
tract the documents and experimentally deter-
mine the constant k.

The system next calculates Score(x) using the
following equation for each F-term category x
in the extracted documents.

Score(x) =
k∑

i=1

((kr)i×scoredoc(i)×role(x, i)),

(1)
where

role(x, i) = 1 (if the i-th document has a F-term x)

= 0 (otherwise).

Here, scoredoc(i) is the value of the similarity
of the selected document that has the ith highest
value of the similarity between the input patent
document and the selected document, and kr is
a constant determined using experiments.

The system finally extracts the F-term categories
with higher Score(x)s than the highest Score
multiplied by kp. We experimentally deter-
mined the constant kp. The extracted F-term
categories are output as the desired categories.

5 Method of calculating similarity

We used the following four methods to calculate the
similarity between an input patent document and each
patent document in a training data set.

1. SMART The System for Manipulating and Re-
trieving Text (SMART) is a term weighting
method in information retrieval [14, 15, 4].
The system first extracts terms1 for each in-
put patent document. The system then selects
documents containing at least one of the terms
from all the patent documents with a given in-
put theme in the training data set. It uses the
following equation to calculate SimSMART for
each selected document. We used SimSMART

as the similarity between an input patent docu-
ment and each patent document in the training
data.

SimSMART =
∑

t∈T

(Wd × Wq), (2)

Wd =
1 + log(tf)

1 + log(avtf)
× 1

0.8 + 0.2 utf
pivot

, (3)

1 We used only nouns as terms, And we used ChaSen[7] to iden-
tify the nouns.

Wq = (1 + log(qtf)) × log
N + 1

n
(4)

In these equations, T is the set of terms appear-
ing in both the input document and the selected
document, tf is the number of occurrences of
a term t in the selected document, avtf is the
average number of occurrences of each term in
the set in the selected document, qtf is the num-
ber of occurrences of term t in the query docu-
ment, utf is the number of unique terms in the
selected document, pivot is the average num-
ber of unique terms per document in the training
documents, N is the total number of patent doc-
uments with a given input theme in the training
data set, and n is the number of documents in
which term t appears.

2. BM25 BM25 is a term weighting method in
information retrieval [12, 9, 4]. Using this
method, the system first extracts terms for each
input patent document. Next, the system se-
lects documents containing at least one of the
terms. It uses the following equation to calcu-
late SimBM25 for each selected document. We
used SimBM25 as the similarity between an in-
put patent document and each patent document
in the training data.

SimBM25 =
∑

t∈T

(Wd × Wq), (5)

Wd =
(k1 + 1)tf

k1((1 − b) + b dl
avdl ) + tf

, (6)

Wq =
(k3 + 1)qtf
k3 + qtf

log
N

n
(7)

In these equations, T , tf , qtf , N , and n are the
same as in SMART, dl is the length of the se-
lected document, avdl is the average length of
the documents, and k1, k3, and b are constants
determined using experiments. We used the de-
fault values described in the ruby-ir toolkit as
k1, k3, and b (k1 = 1, k3 = 1000, and b = 1).
We used log N

n instead of log N−n+0.5
n+0.5 in the

original equations of BM25 because SimBM25

sometimes produced negative scores. We con-
firmed that higher F-measures were obtained
when we made this revision in the experiments.

3. Tfidf With this method, the system first extracts
terms for each input patent document. It then
selects documents containing at least one of the
terms. The system uses the following equation
to calculate SimTfidf for each selected docu-
ment. We used SimTfidf as the similarity be-
tween an input patent document and each patent
document in the training data set.�����
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Table 4. Experimental results from the F-term categorization dry run
Similarity method Parameters A-Precision R-Precision F-measure
SMART k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.4253 0.4064 0.3878
BM25’ k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.4138 0.3916 0.3745
BM25 k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.3690 0.3608 0.3367
Overlap k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.3590 0.3532 0.3344
Tfidf k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.3201 0.3204 0.3133

Table 5. Experimental results from the F-term categorization formal run
Similarity method Parameters A-Precision R-Precision F-measure
SMART k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.4518 0.4024 0.3840
BM25’ k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.4445 0.3973 0.3783
BM25 k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.4174 0.3755 0.3521
Overlap k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.3872 0.3473 0.3327
Tfidf k = 101, kr = 0.99, kp = 0.3 0.3579 0.3243 0.3096

SimTfidf =
∑

t∈T

tf × log
N

n
, (8)

In this equation, T , tf , N , and n are the same
as in SMART.

4. Overlap The system first selects terms for each
input patent document. Next, it selects docu-
ments containing at least one of the terms. The
system uses the following equation to calculate
SimOverlap for each selected document. We
used SimOverlap as the similarity between an
input patent document and each patent docu-
ment in the training data set.

SimOverlap =
∑

t∈T

1, (9)

In this equation, T is the same as in SMART.

6 Sections used to extract terms

We extracted terms from the following two sections
of the patent document.

1. Abstract

2. Claims

7 Experiment

7.1 Experiments in the classification subtask

We conducted experiments during the classification
subtask. We used our modified version of the k-nearest

neighbor method, along with various other methods to
calculate similarity. We extracted terms from two sec-
tions (the abstract and the claims section).

The results are presented in Tables 4 and 5. BM25’
indicates our modified method of BM25 using log N

n

instead of log N−n+0.5
n+0.5 . BM25 indicates the original

BM25 using log N−n+0.5
n+0.5 .

Tables 4 and 5 indicate the following.

• When we compared the similarity calculation
methods, SMART had the best score. We con-
firmed that SMART was effective.

• Comparing BM25 and BM25’, we confirmed
that our modification of BM25 (BM25’) was ef-
fective.

In a previous paper, we described many experi-
ments we conducted, including a comparison of vari-
ations of the k-nearest neighbor method and statistical
tests [8]. Please refer to that paper for more details.

8 Conclusion

Patent processing is important in fields such as in-
dustry, business, and law. In an classification sub-
task we participated in at NTCIR-6, we classified
patent documents into their F-terms using the k-
nearest neighbor method. F-term categories are pre-
cise and useful for classifying patent documents. We
used five systems in the classification subtask and ob-
tained good results. This indicates that our method
was effective. By comparing various similarity cal-
culation methods, we confirmed that SMART was the
most effective method in our experiments.�����
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In the future, we would like to construct applica-
tion systems that show users the results of classifying
patent documents by applying the automatic F-term
classification technique used in this study.
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